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ABSTRACT

Self-Organizing Maps provide a powerful, non-linear technique of dimen-

sionality reduction that can be used to identify clusters with similar attributes.

Here, they were constructed from a 1000-year-long gridded palaeoclimatic

dataset, namely the Old World Drought Atlas, to detect regions of homoge-

neous hydroclimatic variability across the European continent. A classifica-

tion scheme of 10 regions was found to describe most efficiently the spa-

tial properties of Europe’s hydroclimate. These regions were mainly divided

into a northern and a southern subset, linked together with a northwest-to-

southeast orientation. Further analysis of the classification scheme with com-

plex networks confirmed the divergence between the northern and southern

components of European hydroclimate, also revealing that is not strongly cor-

related to the Iberian peninsula. On the contrary, the region covering British

Isles, France and Germany, appeared to be linked to both branches, implying

links of hydroclimate with atmospheric/oceanic circulation.
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1. Introduction23

In the last decades, the available amount of data in earth sciences has been exponentially increas-24

ing. The explosion of data includes numerous different sources and technologies, spanning from25

high-resolution satellite data to multi-proxy reconstructions of past hydroclimates. At the same26

time, there has been a significant progress in empirical data-driven techniques, widely known as27

machine learning. This is because while the collection of large volumes of data is essential in al-28

most every field of geosciences, analyzing this information becomes more challenging. Evidently,29

the magnitude of such big datasets has prominent effects both to the information extraction and30

interpretation methods. Traditional analysis approaches are not suitable to investigate or utilize31

such massive data products. Hence, alternatives revolving around machine learning methods that32

can be implemented for forecasting or classification are becoming increasingly popular (Lary et al.33

2016; Papacharalampous et al. 2017; Tyralis et al. 2019).34

Machine learning techniques have not been unknown in paleoclimatology. Their first applica-35

tions can be mainly found in paleoceanography (Malmgren and Nordlund 1997; Pozzi et al. 2000;36

Peyron and Vernal 2001; Cortese et al. 2005) and dendroclimatology (Keller et al. 1997; Wood-37

house 1999; D’Odorico et al. 2000; Carrer and Urbinati 2001; Ni et al. 2002). In all these studies,38

artificial neural networks were used to calibrate the relationship between the relationship between39

the observational records and proxy time series for an overlapping period. Thus, artificial neural40

networks were found to be plausible alternatives to transfer functions for temperature reconstruc-41

tions. Additionally, they were also used for interpolation of paleovegation data at global scale42

(Grieger 2002), as well as in multi-proxy reconstructions (Guiot et al. 2005). Artificial neural43

networks still remain popular today (Carro-Calvo et al. 2013; Pérez-Ortiz et al. 2019), while other44

promising approaches, such as boosted regression trees, are also utilized (Salonen et al. 2014; Jug-45
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gins et al. 2015). We can see that the main application of machine learning in paleoclimatology is46

for transforming the climate signal encapsulated to proxy time series to climate variables.47

On the other hand, machine learning techniques for classification are quite uncommon in pale-48

oclimatic studies. Only recently, there were a few developments in this field. If we exclude some49

specialized applications, e.g., rain-to-grain classification of pollen data (Punyasena et al. 2012),50

the main use is of detection of spatial patterns in gridded paleoclimatic reconstructions with Self-51

Organizing Maps (SOMs) (Reusch 2010; Wise and Dannenberg 2014; Edwards et al. 2017). SOMs52

have been widely applied in climatology and hydrology, including regional frequency analysis53

of precipitation Lin and Chen (2006), assessment of the variability of daily evaporation (Chang54

et al. 2010), investigation of precipitation characteristics (Hsu and Li 2010), circulation patterns55

(Cavazos 2000; Cavazos et al. 2002; Rousi et al. 2017), catchment classification (Ley et al. 2011;56

Prinzio et al. 2011; Toth 2013; Farsadnia et al. 2014), pre-processing of precipitation satellite data57

(Nourani et al. 2013), station classification for drought determination (Rad and Khalili 2015), hy-58

droclimatic variable classification for water management (Rodrı́guez-Alarcón and Lozano 2017)59

and investigation of long-term persistence in streamflow (Markonis et al. 2018b). The increasing60

number of studies adopting SOMs, highlights their potential and efficiency, in the investigation of61

spatiotemporal properties of gridded paleoclimatic records.62

In this study, we apply Self-Organizing Maps, to study the spatial patterns in Europe’s hydrocli-63

mate during the last one thousand years. Our aim is not only to detect the areas with substantial64

homogeneity during European droughts and pluvials, but also provide a comprehensive demon-65

stration of this data-driven classification method. This is complemented with a freely available66

software application, namely the somspace R package. In this manner, we hope that will further67

support spatiotemporal analyses in reconstructed datasets, which are being increasingly important68

in paleoclimatic studies.69
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2. Material & Methods70

Paleoclimatic reconstructions of hydroclimatic variables have been introduced into hydrology71

to describe streamflow (Schook et al. 2016; Ho et al. 2016, 2017), floods (Benito et al. 2004),72

average (Ho et al. 2015a,b) or extreme rainfall (Steinschneider et al. 2016) and drought (Cook73

et al. 2004, 2015). Except for a number of regional studies, e.g., for British Isles (Spraggs et al.74

2015) or France (Caillouet et al. 2017), reconstructions often focus on meteorological drought.75

However, the impacts of hydrological drought are more heterogeneous in space and time than76

those of meteorological drought being linked significantly to hydrological preconditions, which77

have to be known to assess the development of hydrological drought from meteorological drought78

as well as its impacts on water resources.79

A prominent case is the Old World Drought Atlas (OWDA), a tree-ring reconstruction of the80

self-calibrated Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI) over Europe and parts of Northern Africa81

and Middle East for the last 2,000 summers (Cook et al. 2015). The OWDA follows the method-82

ology applied in similar studies about long-term drought behaviour over North America (Cook83

et al. 2004) or Asia (Cook et al. 2010). Since its release it has already been used to decipher84

European hydroclimatic multi-decadal variability (Markonis et al. 2018a), determine the magni-85

tude of Mediterranean drying (Cook et al. 2016) and to investigate the tele-connection signals in86

temperature and precipitation across Northern Hemisphere (Baek et al. 2017).87

The OWDA has been compiled by the spatial regression of 106 tree-ring chronologies to a88

map with 5414 half-degree grid cells at a 0.5 x 0.5 resolution. Here, we use the data subset89

extracted by Markonis et al. (2018a), which optimizes the temporal and spatial distribution of the90

dataset, following two criteria: (a) the grid cell reconstructions are based on at least 20 tree-ring91

chronologies within a 1000 km radius, as indicated by Cook et al. (2015) and (b) all reconstructions92
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have tree-ring chronologies of similar length. The resulting data grid covers 35.25N - 62.75N and93

4.25W - 36.25E (1940 grid cells) for the period 992 - 2012 AD. We should note that although94

the scPDSI is reconstructed for the summer season, i.e., a single mean value for JJA, it has been95

demonstrated to be strongly correlated with annual scPDSI (Markonis et al. 2018a).96

The methodological framework applied was based on the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) algo-97

rithm. SOM is an iterative process, which transforms the original dataset to a smaller represen-98

tative set of nodes. The resulting subset is usually presented through a two-dimensional output99

layer (unified-distance matrix or U-Matrix), where each node corresponds to a group of members100

of the original dataset that share some features as determined by some distance measure (Ultsch101

and Siemon (1990)). In addition, the positioning of the nodes in the output layer presents their102

(non-linear) relationships, as nodes that are closer are more similar. This allows for enlighten-103

ing visualizations of the data space,by presenting clusters with similar properties and their inter-104

dependencies. For readers interested in the specifics of the algorithm and its properties, we would105

recommend the work of Kohonen (2001), while a review of the SOM approach in water resources106

has been presented by Kalteh et al. (2008).107

An advantage of the method is that the number of classes neither their range is not determined a108

priory, but results from the process itself. The number of nodes of the SOM is predefined though,109

with no single method for its determination. The most common practice is based on the compari-110

son of differently sized SOMs and the selection of the one that minimizes homogeneity measure,111

while at the same time preserving noticeable levels of clustering and offers a substantial com-112

prehensibility (Chang et al. 2010; Ley et al. 2011; Rousi et al. 2017). To achieve this one can113

either select a number of nodes which will represent the final classification scheme or construct114

a SOM with more nodes than the expected number of clusters and then apply some secondary115

classification technique to the output layer (two-layer SOM). The first approach can be used when116
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the number of datasets is small and/or there is some preliminary evidence about the number of117

clusters that describe the data efficiently (Prinzio et al. 2011; Toth 2013). However, this is obvi-118

ously subjective and in the case of larger datasets it is likely to overestimate the number of clusters119

(Hsu and Li 2010). The two-layer SOM approach allows a more detailed investigation of potential120

classification regimes and has been found to present more explicit results (Vesanto and Alhoniemi121

2000).122

In the two-layer SOM case, it is generally agreed that although U-matrix is an efficient first123

approach to visually inspect the number of clusters, it should not be used to determine the clus-124

ter boundaries on resulting 2d lattice and form the final clusters Farsadnia et al. (2014). Hence125

numerous methods have been applied to subdivide the output layer, including hierarchical ag-126

glomerative clustering using the Wards method (Hentati et al. 2010), partition clustering using the127

k-means method (Vesanto and Alhoniemi 2000) and the fuzzy clustering method (Srinivas et al.128

2008; Giraudel et al. 2000). In addition, it has also been suggested to apply a second smaller129

SOM for cluster detection with promising results (Hsu and Li 2010; Nourani et al. 2013). Since130

each classification method has its own strengths and shortcomings, they should always be used131

with caution. If the resulting clusters are unclear or incomprehensible, then it could be useful to132

compare different classification algorithms, against validation measure(s).133

Such measures are also appropriate for the determination of the representative number of clus-134

ters. The main principle is that the variance within each cluster should be minimized, whereas the135

variance between clusters should be maximal. Such criteria include the the CH index (Caliński136

and Harabasz 1974), C-index (Hubert and Schultz 1976) and the DB index (Davies and Bouldin137

1979). A more hydrological-centered test for regional homogeneity based on the L-moments the-138

ory was developed by Hosking and Wallis (1997) has also been used in some studies (Lin and139

Chen 2006; Farsadnia et al. 2014). In addition, alternative classification schemes of similar num-140
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ber of groups can also be evaluated, according to corresponding measures such as the Rand Index141

(Prinzio et al. 2011), the silhouette coefficients (Hsu and Li 2010) or are based on entropy-derived142

criteria (Vesanto and Alhoniemi 2000). More detailed descriptions about clustering approaches143

in the application of two-layer SOMs in hydrology can be found in the studies of Farsadnia et al.144

(2014) and Rad and Khalili (2015).145

In this study, we propose a methodological framework for the application of SOMs in gridded146

hydroclimatic time series, which can also be helpful to spatial implementations of SOMs in other147

research disciplines, (Liu et al. 2016, e.g.,). The first step is the application of different sizes of148

SOMs, followed by hierarchical clustering and then after some analysis for regional homogeneity149

the spatial dependencies of the regions are presented in the form of complex networks (Figure 1).150

The first step in the classification framework is the application of the SOM algorithm. The input151

dimensions are relatively big (2403 points x 1020 years) and the variations and characteristics152

of regional scPDSI values do not fluctuate quickly or greatly at the spatial scale, as they exhibit153

strong spatial cross-correlation patterns (Cook et al. 2015). In such cases, it has been shown that a154

relative small number of nodes of orthogonal structure can be efficiently implemented (Chang et al.155

2014). Therefore, we used three structures of 6x6, 10x10 and 20x20 nodes, to examine the effect156

of node size in the classification process. This range of size is also in agreement with the two-layer157

framework proposed by (Vesanto and Alhoniemi 2000), because the set of nodes (36, 100 or 400158

respectively) is much larger than the expected number of clusters that will represent the regions159

with similar hydroclimatic variability. The three SOMs were created by 10,000 iterations over a160

hexagonal grid. In the case of gridded data, each grid cell was attributed to a single node of the161

output layer (unified-distance matrix or U-Matrix), according to its Euclidian distance (for details162

in the application of SOM algorithm, see Wehrens and Kruisselbrink (2018)). Then, we utilized163

the agglomerative clustering method to create the second layer and determine the homogeneous164
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regions as suggested by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) and elaborated in Murtagh and Legendre165

(2014). We shall call this second step ’classification scheme’.166

Instead of estimating an optimum number of clusters with one of the above-mentioned methods,167

e.g., C-index, we explore the within-cluster homogeneity and between-clusters heterogeneity of168

each different classification scheme from 2 to 30 clusters. To examine the homogeneity within each169

cluster, we estimate the mean of the standard deviations of scPDSI values per year per cluster;170

a straightforward, intuitive method to measure variability. At the same time, we measure the171

heterogeneity among clusters using the cross-correlation matrix of the annual mean scPDSI time172

series per cluster. Here, we determine the mean of the maximum cross-correlation coefficient of173

each cluster with the rest time-series. As the total number of clusters increase the within-cluster174

standard deviation will increase, while the cross-correlation between the neighbouring clusters,175

i.e., maximum, will decline.176

Lastly, the dependence structure of the resulting clusters were then explored with the complex177

network method. The data representation in complex networks permits us to unify the structural178

complexity and vertex and connection diversities. Since graph theory (Bollobás 1998; West 2000)179

is the natural framework for the exact mathematical treatment of complex networks and, formally,180

a complex network can be represented as a graph. The algorithm used in our case to construct181

scalefree complex network is based on Newman and Girvan (2004) and described and applied182

in Tsonis et al. (2011). Firstly, a link as defined by the correlation threshold (in our case 0.5)183

is considered an edge connecting two clusters (nodes). Once the edges in a network have been184

defined we then proceed with identifying the communities.185

The classification framework was developed in R statistical software and the SOM algorithm186

was developed by Wehrens and Kruisselbrink (2018) in kohonen package. The spatial SOM187

methodology presented here, was also developed as a stand-alone package, namely somspace,188
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which is freely available and can be downloaded through CRAN server or alternatively at189

https://github.com/imarkonis/somspace.190

3. Results & Discussion191

The comparison of the homogeneity within the final clusters derived from different node sets192

(6x6, 10x10 and 20x20), suggests there is no strong dependency between the number of nodes and193

the resulting classification scheme (Figure 2). There are some small deviations between each node194

set, but this is expected due to the iterative nature of the algorithm, which introduces a certain195

amount of uncertainty in our results. Even though the uncertainty quantification lies beyond the196

scope of this study, it appears that there is no qualitative difference in the classification results.197

To detect the most representative number of clusters, we highlight changes in the slope of the198

regression curve of cluster number versus standard deviation or maximum correlation.199

Taking into account these two measures, we can argue that segmentation above 10 clusters200

does not substantially improve the within-cluster homogeneity or between-clusters heterogeneity.201

This offers some insight on the maximum scale of hydroclimatic variability, which ranges from202

approximately 3 x 104 to 1.3 x 106 km2 (median 6.5 x 104 km2). The only small divergence can203

be seen in cross-correlation, where the 6x6 node set slightly outperforms the other two in 5-12204

clusters. This is also depicted in the regions clusters represent (Figure 3). There are some minor205

disagreements, e.g., central Italy in the 10x10 scheme share cluster with Iberian Peninsula instead206

of Western Balkans, but the overall picture remains unaffected by the number of nodes. Therefore,207

we can use the 6x6 node set which has been found to perform slightly more consistently, in terms208

of cluster heterogeneity.209

The segmentation, presented in Figure 4, is in good agreement with the corresponding results210

of Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis of the same data set (Markonis et al. 2018a).211
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However in the case of SOMs, the clusters are not overlapping as in EOFs, and additionally this212

approach shows enhanced flexibility; depending on the desirable scale of the application, the ap-213

propriate number of clusters can be chosen. In our case, since we are interested in a general214

description of Europe’s hydroclimate, we chose the 10-cluster classification of the 6x6 SOM. The215

10-cluster classification retains similar cross-correlation values with the corresponding 8/9-cluster216

classifications (Figure 2b), but each cluster is more homogeneous since its average standard de-217

viation is lower (Figure 2a). All of the above advocates that the 10-cluster classification version218

could be a more consistent descriptor of European hydroclimate.219

The first classification splits Europe zonally into a north and a south region. This is quite similar220

to the IPCC distinction (see for example Hanel et al. (2018)), as well as the findings of other221

studies supporting the different hydroclimatic behaviour between the northern Europe and the222

Mediterranean (Beniston et al. 1997; Stagge et al. 2017; Barcikowska et al. 2018). This pattern223

is linked mostly with the atmospheric circulation, and the dominating modes of North Atlantic224

Oscillation (NAO) in specific, which determine the cyclonic tracks over Europe and are known to225

create meridional dipoles such as the Iberian drying versus Scandinavian wetting (Beniston et al.226

1997). The succeeding classifications follow the meridional direction, dividing both northern and227

southern domain into smaller partitions.228

Interestingly, the hydroclimate of the region composed of British Isles, France and Germany229

has been identified to be affected most by NAO and/or Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO)230

(Markonis et al. 2018a). A positive NAO phase favors more rainfall in these regions, whereas,231

when a positive NAO phase is coupled with a positive Arctic Oscillation (AO) phase then dry232

conditions prevail in Central and Eastern Europe due to the deepening of the polar vortex in com-233

bination with above normal heights over much of Southeastern Europe (Cavazos 2000). In our234

analysis, the region composed of British Isles, France and Germany remains undivided for a rela-235
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tively big number of classifications, i.e., clusters 3-10 in Figure 4, to be split into two sub-regions236

only once for the rest of classification schemes (11-17).237

Circulation in the common era238

Another noteworthy feature includes the Mediterranean Eastern-Western segmentation, as de-239

picted in the meridional divisions in classification schemes of 4, 6, 14 clusters. This is related to240

the Mediterranean wet season precipitation dipole (Kutiel et al. 1996), associated with the influ-241

ence of the subtropical high that emerges over in the Iberian Peninsula and northwestern Africa in242

conjunction with a persisting trough stretching from Greenland over Central Europe to the north-243

eastern coast of Africa (Xoplaki et al. 2004; Roberts et al. 2012). The subtropical high is connected244

with subsidence, stable atmospheric conditions and thus reduced changes of precipitation, while in245

southeastern part of the trough there is enhanced vorticity and thus there is atmospheric instability,246

strong uplift, condensation and increased precipitation (Xoplaki et al. 2004).247

There is evidence that this climatic pattern has been operating in the Mediterranean since the248

beginning of the previous millennium (Roberts et al. 2012), although this hypothesis has been249

recently challenged (Cook et al. 2016).250

At the higher latitudes, Sweden and Norway form a single persisting cluster for most of the251

classification schemes (5-17). In the palaeoclimatic study of Drobyshev et al. (2016), it has been252

suggested that the Atlantic Sea Surface Temperatures are associated with cold conditions which di-253

rect precipitation southwards and thus are linked with dry conditions over Sweden. The influence254

of Atlantic Ocean, Atlantic meridional overturning thermohaline circulation (AMOC) was con-255

firmed for the last 50 years by Ols et al. (2018), correlated with NAO and Arctic Oscillation (AO).256

According to their study, the sign and strength of the atmospheric indices correlation depends on257

the season, with the most significant correlation appearing for positive summer AMOC, NAO and258

AO, which favors more precipitation. However, it was also highlighted the seasonal component259
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of the association, as well as the multi-decadal shifts in correlation patterns. Similar results are260

presented by (Seftigen et al. 2017), highlighting strong correlations between atmospheric pressure261

patterns and the Sweden/Norway hydroclimate found in both observational records and simulation262

results.263

Finally, a persisting narrow strip is detected (clusters 5-15), which extends from Pyrenees over264

Alps, and ends at Czech Republic. The link between Pyrenees, southern France and Alps is in265

good agreement with the findings of Büntgen et al. (2017). Our results suggest, though, that the266

correlation pattern penetrates further into central Europe. This hydroclimatic feature is identified267

for first time and further research is needed to rule out the possibility of spurious dependencies due268

to the regression bias in the development of the original gridded dataset (OWDA) or to erroneous269

classifications in the SOM. However, the complex network analysis suggests that this region is270

correlated with its the North-Western and South-Eastern neighbours and interestingly not with the271

Iberian Peninsula (Figure 5).272

This zonally-modulated behaviour can be found at other nodes of the complex network, such273

as Scandinavia or Northern Italy/Western Balkans regions, providing some insight on the general274

behaviour of hydroclimatic variability over Europe. Two major branches are evident, both emerg-275

ing from the British/France/Germany region. The first one links high latitude regions, while the276

other propagates over the southern ones. Since the originating region has been found to be linked277

with the atmospheric/oceanic circulation (Markonis et al. 2018a), we can speculate that these two278

branches represent the effect of the large-scale drivers to European hydroclimate. It should be un-279

derlined though, that the Iberian Peninsula appears not to be linked with the other regions. In fact,280

there is some weak anti-correlation with Scandinavia, as expected due to the NAO effect (Hurrell281

1995) and some weak correlation with Northern Italy (Figure 5; cross-correlation matrix).282
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The dependencies and differences between the mean scPDSI of each region are finally presented283

by visualizing each time series in Figure 6. Some substantial negative deviations from the mean284

hydroclimatic conditions can be seen in the majority of the regions, corresponding to the European285

multi-decadal dry periods proposed by Markonis et al. (2018a). However, after the SOM classi-286

fication the differences in synchronicity and sensitivity of the events can be seen, reflecting the287

cross-correlation matrix of Figure 5. Interestingly, this major events appear to affect mostly the288

western, northern and central part of Europe further supporting the role of atmospheric/oceanic289

circulation to multi-decadal conditions. In terms of single-year drought events, the classification290

appears to be in good agreement with the spatial extent of the extreme droughts of 1921 and 1976291

(Moravec et al. 2019 and references within) as reconstructed by Hanel et al. (2018).292

Droughts of the past293

4. Conclusions294

In this study, we applied the SOMs classification technique to a state-of-the-art, gridded, palaeo-295

climatic dataset in order to detect homogeneous regions of hydroclimatic variability and explored296

the spatial associations between them. We implemented two easily interpretive measures of within-297

cluster homogeneity and between-cluster heterogeneity and further applied complex networks to298

the SOMs results. The conclusions not only successfully confirm the similar hydroclimatic be-299

haviour of regions linked with known climatic processes, e.g., British Isles, France, Germany and300

NAO, but also pinpoint a region of hydroclimatic homogeneity that as far as we know has not301

been reported until now (Pyrenees to Czech Republic). It remains to be seen if future research will302

support this evidence and provide a satisfactory explanation, or it is some artifact related to the303

uncertainty in SOMs iterative procedure.304
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The study of the inter-dependencies with complex networks highlights two diverging branches305

of hydroclimatic variability. They both begin at the western coasts of France and Germany and306

extend northwards and southwards correspondingly. The most plausible explanation stems from307

the large-scale drivers of hydroclimate, i.e., atmospheric and oceanic circulation. Another finding308

is that Iberian Peninsula is not found to be so strongly interconnected to the rest of Europe, which309

should be further investigated. Future research should also focus in the study of the temporal310

component of the cluster and network structures. For example, Ols et al. (2018) have found that311

the influence of oceanic circulation to Scandinavian hydroclimatic conditions is shifting over a312

decadal scale. Thus, it would be beneficial to see how the regions and their cross-correlation313

change in time.314

The methodology presented can be used efficiently for exploratory spatial data analysis, reduc-315

ing the system features to the most representative ones and thus allowing for easier further analysis316

and interpretation. Its application here resulted to a presentation of the backbone of European hy-317

droclimatic variability, acting also as a potential indicator of the associated climatic processes.318

The former can lead to improvements in large-scale hydrological modelling through better dis-319

crimination of the homogeneous areas in various spatial scales, while the later could be useful in320

the comprehension of the complex links between climate and hydrology.321
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FIG. 1: Visual summary of the classification framework.
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FIG. 2: Homogeneity/heterogeneity of different classification schemes. Mean cluster standard
deviation (a) and mean maximum cross-correlation (b) versus number of clusters, for the three
SOMs structures. Smoothed lines are produced by loess regression.
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FIG. 3: Classification schemes consisting of 9 clusters for 6x6, 10x10 and 20x20 SOM structures
(left to right).
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FIG. 4: Different classification schemes for 6x6 SOM structure, covering 2 to 17 clusters.
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FIG. 5: Network analysis of the SOM clusters (10 clusters). Only nodes with cross-correlation
coefficients above 0.5 are depicted in the superimposition of the complex network with the SOM
cluster (left panel). The exact values can be seen in the correlation matrix on the right panel.
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FIG. 6: Mean value of scPDSI for the clusters of Figure 5 (loess regression; shaded area represents
the p = 0.95 confidence interval). Solid vertical lines represent the peak of the multi-decadal dry
periods according to Markonis et al. (2018a), dashed vertical lines represent the 1921 and 1976
extreme drought events presented in Moravec et al. (2019) and points are the mean value of scPDSI
mean values for the given years according to the classification in this study.
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